Ambient neutrons are one of the most serious backgrounds for underground experiments in search of rare events. The ambient neutron flux in an underground laboratory of Kamioka Observatory was measured using a 3 He proportional counter with various moderator setups. Since the detector response largely depends on the spectral shape, the energy spectra of the neutrons transported from the rock to the laboratory were estimated by Monte-Carlo simulations. The ratio of the thermal neutron flux to the total neutron flux was found to depend on the thermalizing efficiency of the rock. Thus, the ratio of the count rate without a moderator to that with a moderator was used to determine this parameter. Consequently, the most-likely neutron spectrum predicted by the simulations for the parameters determined by the experimental results was obtained. The result suggests an interesting spectral shape, which has not been indicated in previous studies. The total ambient neutron flux is (23.5 ± 0.7 stat. +1.9 −2.1 sys.) × 10 −6 cm −2 s −1 [1]. In this paper, we explain our method of the result and discuss our future plan.
Introduction
Ambient neutrons are one of the most serious backgrounds for future underground experiments, such as neutrinoless double beta decay searches, neutrino measurements, and direct dark matter searches. The flux and the energy spectra are important information of underground laboratory. We evaluated an ambient neutron spectrum with 3 He proportional counter at Kamioka Observatory [1] . In the study, we considered the natural sources of ambient neutrons in a wall rock using data-driven Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation to estimate the shape of the neutron energy spectrum. Considered natural sources were the (α, n) reactions of 238 U and 232 Th series, spontaneous 238 U fission, and cosmic muons interacting in the rock. The generated neutrons were transported to the laboratory. Consequently, the most likely energy spectrum was obtained. In this paper, we will review the current method and propose a future plan to measure the comprehensive energy spectrum of ambient neutron in an underground laboratory.
Current method 2.1. Detector setup
The study was performed with a 3 He proportional counter which is widely used. The counter (Model P4-1618-203 made by Reuter-Stokes Co.) has 3 He gas at 10 atm and was made of a stainless steel cylinder (class SUS304), 38 cm in length and 5.18 cm in diameter. The measurements were made in Lab-B at NEWAGE [2] experimental site, one of the underground laboratories at the Kamioka Observatory. 3 He has a large cross section to thermal neutrons (e.g., 5333 barns at 0.025 eV [3] ), however, it is not sensitive to high-energy neutrons. Moreover, information about the original kinetic energy of an incident neutron was lost because the Q-value of the reaction (0.764 MeV), was much larger than that of the detected neutrons.
To measure high-energy neutrons (in the MeV range), moderators and a shielding material were used. A polyethylene moderator (outer radius of 9.9 cm, length of 51 cm, and thickness of 6.5 cm) was used to thermalize the high-energy neutrons so that they can be detected by the 3 He proportional counter. An additional shielding material, a 4-mm-thick boron-loaded sheet (B sheet), covered the moderator to reduce the effects of ambient thermal neutrons. The B sheet, of density 1.42 g/cm 3 , included 20 wt-% B 4 C, which shielded about 99.8% of the thermal neutrons.
For setup A, there was no moderator and no B sheet. Setup B had a moderator and the B sheet. The detection efficiencies in each setup were evaluated by Geant4 [4, 5, 6] . Figure  1 shows the expected numbers of counts when the neutron were generated with a fluence of 1 neutrons/cm 2 . Setups A and B are mainly sensitive to thermal and fast (-MeV) neutrons, respectively. The simulated result for setup B without B sheet is also shown to illustrate the effect of the sheet. It was observed that the B sheet shielded the ambient thermal neutrons, thereby making setup B to be sensitive mainly to high-energy neutrons. The simulation was checked by a 252 Cf source calibration. Table 1 summarizes the measurements obtained from the setups A and B. The errors of a simple waveform cut, evaluation of total counts, and 5% detector gain fluctuations including the electronics gain difference between setups were taken into account as systematic errors. 
Obtained results

Experimental results
Simulation and calculation of total flux
To obtain the ambient neutron flux from the count rates, the shape of the energy spectrum was needed to be evaluated. However, it is extremely difficult to derive the spectrum using only the 3 He proportional counter alone. Thus, we estimated the shape of the spectrum using MC simulation the considering origins of ambient neutrons and their transportation. The dominant sources were (α, n) reaction and spontaneous fission by Uranium and Thorium series nuclei in the rock of an experimental site. Moreover, uncertain parameters for thermalization (rock components and MC thermalization) were determined so that to explain a ratio of the experimental rates (rate of Setup A / rate of Setup B). We obtained the ambient neutron spectrum (Figure 2 ) using data-driven analysis. The obtained spectrum was scaled by rate of Setup A. The ambient neutron flux was (23.5 ± 0.7 stat. +1.9 −2.1 sys. ) × 10 −6 cm −2 s −1 with the spectrum.
Future plan
We obtained the energy spectrum and flux of an ambient neutron in an underground laboratory. Most of the previous studies assumed that the spectral shape was a Boltzmann distribution and flat (1/E) for thermal and fast neutrons, respectively. The results obtained in this research basically support these assumptions but also suggest an excess in the region from 100 keV to a few MeV. The 3 He proportional counter is not sensitive in this region. Thus, other detectors are needed to increase our understanding of the spectrum structure. We have started testing a low-background liquid scintillator to measure the high-energy neutron in a low-rate environment.
We are also interested in the position dependence of ambient neutron in the underground laboratory. We are collecting data from multiple sites in the Kamioka Observatory using the to estimate the background precisely, so that it can be subtracted effectively. The ambient neutrons were measured at Kamioka Observatory. A 3 He proportional counter was used to mainly detect thermal neutrons. Higher energy neutrons were measured in different setups with different combinations of a polyethylene moderator and a B sheet. The most likely energy spectrum was obtained by a data-driven MC simulation considering the origin of the neutron. Using the spectrum, the total neutron flux was calculated to be (23.5 ± 0.7 stat. +1.9 −2.1 sys. ) × 10 −6 cm −2 s −1 . These experimental results and our simulations suggest that there is an excess above 1/E in the MeV region in the ambient neutron spectrum. The region should be measured directly by a detector which is sensitive to the energy range. Meanwhile, we are preparing a lowbackground liquid scintillator. We will continue our work to increase our detailed understanding of the ambient neutron at the underground laboratory.
